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Abstract
The Collatz process is defined on natural numbers by iterating the map T (x) = T0(x) =
x/2 when x ∈ N is even and T (x) = T1(x) = (3x + 1)/2 when x is odd. In an effort to
understand its dynamics, and since Generalised Collatz Maps are known to simulate Turing
Machines [Conway, 1972], it seems natural to ask what kinds of algorithmic behaviours it
embeds. We define a quasi-cellular automaton that exactly simulates the Collatz process
on the square grid: on input x ∈ N, written horizontally in base 2, successive rows give the
Collatz sequence of x in base 2. We show that vertical columns simultaneously iterate the
map in base 3. This leads to our main result: the Collatz process embeds an algorithm that
converts any natural number from base 3 to base 2. We also find that the evolution of our
automaton computes the parity of the number of 1s in any ternary input. It follows that
predicting about half of the bits of the iterates T i(x), for i = O(log x), is in the complexity
class NC1 but outside AC0. Finally, we show that in the extension of the Collatz process to
numbers with infinite binary expansions (2-adic integers) [Lagarias, 1985], our automaton
constructs Collatz cycles and encodes the cyclic Collatz conjecture as a natural reachability
problem. These results show that the Collatz process is capable of some simple, but non-
trivial, computation in bases 2 and 3, suggesting an algorithmic approach to thinking about
existence, prediction and structure of cycles in the Collatz process.
1 Introduction
The Collatz process is defined on natural numbers by iterating the map T (x) = T0(x) = x/2
when x ∈ N is even and T (x) = T1(x) = (3x + 1)/2 when x is odd. The Collatz conjecture
states that for all x ∈ N a finite number of iterations lead to 1. We know that 1-variable
generalised Collatz maps (iterated linear equations of a single natural number variable with
arbitrary mod) are capable of running arbitrarily algorithms, modulo an exponential simulation
scaling, which motivates our point of view in this paper: how complicated are the dynamics of
the Collatz process? Perhaps the reason this process has resisted understanding is that it embeds
algorithm(s) that solve problems with high computational complexity? Or perhaps by showing
that this is not the case, we can get a handle on its dynamics?
∗Research supported by the European Research Council (ERC) under the EU’s Horizon 2020 research and
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We study the structure of iterations of the Collatz process both in binary and in ternary. We
define a 2D quasi-cellular automaton (CQCA) that consists of a local rule, and a non-local1 rule.
A natural number is encoded as a binary string input to the CQCA, whose subsequent dynamics
exactly execute the Collatz process with one horizontal row per odd iterate. Simultaneously,
vertical columns simulate all iterations (both odd and even), but in base 3. At the essence of this
phenomenon is the fact that the finite state transducers which produce the binary representation
of 3x + 1 and ternary representation of x/2 are dual to one another and that the CQCA is
able to simulate both at the same time: the first one horizontally and the other one vertically
(Appendix B).
1.1 Results
Our main result, Theorem 13, is that the CQCA embeds a base conversion algorithm that can
convert any natural number x from base 3 to base 2. This base conversion algorithm is natural
and efficient, running in Θ(log x) Collatz iterations. The result puts strict constraints on the
short-term dynamics of the Collatz process and enables us to characterize the complexity of
natural prediction problems in the dynamics of the CQCA in term of classes AC0 and NC1 (see
Figure 2). Our algorithmic perspective is suggestive of an open problem, small Collatz cycles:
Does there exist x > 2 ∈ N such that x = T≤dlog2 xe(x)? Finally, in the generalisation of the
Collatz process to numbers with infinite binary expansion (i.e. to Z2 ⊂ R, the ring of 2-adic
integers [20]), we show that the reverse CQCA can be used to construct the 2-adic expansion of
any rational number involved in a Collatz cycle and that the cyclic Collatz conjecture reformulates
as a natural reachability problem.
1.2 Related and future work
The operations 3x + 1 and x/2 have natural base 2 interpretations, hence studying the process
in binary has been fruitful [27, 9, 14, 6], for instance, Collatz ancestors can be characterised by
regular expressions [28].
Cloney, Goles and Vichniac give an unidimensional “quasi” CA that simulates the Collatz
process [8]. Their system works in base 2, for any x ∈ N given as an input in base 2, successive
downward rows encode the iterates x, T (x), T 2(x), . . ., in binary. The choice of whether to apply
x/2 and 3x+ 1 is done explicitly based on the least significant bit, hence the rule is not local.
In a similar spirit, Bruschi [4] defines two distinct non-local 1D CA-like rules, one which works
in base 2 and the other in base 3. Finally, in base 6, the Collatz process can be expressed as a
local CA because carry propagation does not occur [18, 16]. However, because these systems are
unidimensional and do not include carries in the automaton state’s space, our base conversion
result, and parity-based observations on the structure of Collatz iterates, are not apparent.
Base conversion is a problem which has been studied in several ways: it is known to be com-
putable by iterating Finite State Transducers [2], it is known to be in the circuit complexity class
NC1 [13] and the complexity of computing base conversion of real numbers (infinite expansion)
has been explored [1, 2, 15]. Our framework generalises well to the Collatz process running on
infinite binary strings (i.e. the extension of T to Z2 ⊂ R [20, 22, 26], see Remark 57) and we have
hints that, in the case of Collatz cycles, our base conversion result applies in that infinite setting
(Conjecture 48), we leave to future work to understand what it is the exact generalisation of our
1This model could easily be altered to be a cellular automaton (CA), but the obvious ways to do so would
involve using more states and make the mapping to the Collatz process less direct. The CQCA has the freezing
property [12, 31]; states change obey a partial order, with a constant number of changes permitted per cell.
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results in Z2: for instance, can the CQCA convert any element x ∈ Z3 ∩Z2 from Z3 (i.e. infinite
ternary expansion) to Z2 (i.e. infinite binary expansion)?
Generalised Collatz maps, and related iterated dynamical systems, in both two and one
variables, simulate Turing machines [11, 23, 24, 17, 19, 25]. With two variables these maps
simulate Turing machines in real time, just one map application per Turing machine step, and
so have a P-complete prediction problem.
The situation is less clear with 1-variable generalised Collatz maps (1D-GCMs), of which
Collatz is an instance. Conway [11] showed that 1D-GCMs simulate Turing machines, but via
an exponential slowdown, and it remains as a frustrating open problem whether the simulation
can be made to run in polynomial time.2 As with the 2 variables case, Turing Machines simulate
1D-GCMs in polynomial-in-n time (giving an upper bound), but a matching lower bound for
predicting n steps of a 1D-GCM on an n-digit input remains elusive. Is the problem in NC,
or even in NL? Is it P-complete? This point of view provides the motivation for a quest to
understand the kinds of algorithmic behaviour that might be embedded in 1D-GCMs, and in
their prime example, the Collatz map. Here, we show an AC0 lower bound on that prediction
problem in the CQCA model, and an NC1 upper bound on roughly half the bits produced over
O(n) iterations.
Finding a separation between the Collatz process itself, and 1D-GCMs, is an obvious next
step. The structure we find in Collatz iterations leads us to guess that the CQCA n-step pre-
diction problem might be simpler than the analogous problem for 1D-GCMs. We leave that
challenging problem for future work.
We contend that our approach gives a fresh perspective that could lead to progress in un-
derstanding the Collatz process. We illustrate with two examples. Firstly, the CQCA runs in a
maximally parallel fashion along a 135◦ diagonal (see Figure 6(b)), thus our main base conversion
result (Theorem 13) implies that such a diagonal encodes a natural number being converted from
base 3 to 2. Hence, it implies that the Collatz process can be interpreted as running along suc-
cessive CQCA diagonals (rather than rows/columns), giving a new perspective on its dynamics,
that we leave to future work.
Secondly, by Theorem 26, and illustrated in Figure 2, if we pick any cell along a column, the
entire upper rectangle (above and to the left of the cell) is tightly characterised by our results: it
is a base 3-to-2 conversion diagram (computable in NC1, but not in AC0). This leaves as future
work the lower rectangle (below and to the left) and, we believe, embeds the full complexity of
computing n forward Collatz steps and answering the small Collatz cycles conjecture. Section 3.4,
Figure 2 and Figure 3 contain some additional discussion.
A simulator, simcqca, was built in order to run the CQCA3. The reader is invited to exper-
ience the results of this paper through the simulator.
2 The Collatz 2D Quasi-Cellular Automaton
2.1 The Collatz process
Let N = {0, 1, . . . }, N+ = {1, 2, . . . } and let Z be the integers. The Collatz process consists of
iterating the Collatz map T : N→ N where T (x) = T0(x) = x/2 if x is even and T (x) = T1(x) =
(3x+ 1)/2 if x is odd. The Collatz conjecture states that for any x ∈ N the process will reach 1
after a finite number of iterations. The cyclic Collatz conjecture states that the only strictly
positive cycle is (1, 2, 1, . . . ). The Collatz process can be generalised in a natural way to Z and
2The problem is closely related to the 2-counter machine problem: when simulating Turing machines, are
2-counter machines exponentially slower than 3-counter machines? See, for example, [21, 17, 25].
3Comprehensive instructions and tutorial at: https://github.com/tcosmo/simcqca
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(e)
c1 := (s0 + c0 + s1 ≥ 2)
s2 := s0 + c0 + s1 mod 2
Figure 1: CQCA definition and examples. (a) CQCA local rule, and non-local rule, for sum
bit (s2; written as 0 or 1), and carry bit (c1; over-bar for c1 = 1, omitted for c1 = 0), where
the bits c0, s0 and s1 are already defined. Cell colour distinguishes between carry bit being
undefined or = 0 and empty light/dark grey cells have sum bit 0. (b) Two examples of the local
rule. (c) Example run of the CQCA on base 2 (horizontal) input w = 1100011, showing the
initial configuration c0[w] (Definition 4), then 3 steps, then > 20 steps. The CQCA evolves in
the south-west direction, with successive rows corresponding to odd Collatz iterates in binary
(Lemma 12), in this case (99,149, 224, 112, 56, 28, 14,7, . . . ), i.e., [[1100011]]2 = 99 (magenta),
[[10010101]]2 = 149 (blue) and [[111]]2 = 7. (d) Part of the limit configuration c∞[w] (Lemma 6)
associated to w = 1100011. The trivial cycle (1,2), in blue, has been reached. In orange, an
instance of the base conversion theorem (Theorem 13): north of the green cell (anchor cell) reads
in base 3′ (Definition 2), [[0¯0¯0¯]]3′ = [[111]]3 = 13 and is equal to base 2 number represented by the
sum bits west to the green cell: [[1101]]2 = 13. (e) Example run of the CQCA on vertical base 3
input α = 111 encoded in base 3′ (Definition 2) as 0¯0¯0¯. Each column is a successive T -iterate,
from magenta to orange, we read: [[0¯0¯0¯]]3′ = 13, [[1¯01¯]]3′ = 20 = T (13), [[0¯00¯]]3′ = 10 = T (20)
(Lemma 12). See Figure 6 (Appendix A) for a larger example.
in that case, 3 more cycles are known and conjectured to be the only strictly negative cycles:
the cycles of −1, −5 and −17. In fact, the Collatz process can be generalised to a much larger
class of numbers that includes both N and Z but is uncountable: Z2 ⊂ R, the ring of 2-adic
integers which syntactically corresponds to the set of infinite binary words [20]. Given that
generalisation, the Collatz process can be run on more exotic numbers such as − 423 ∈ Z2∩Q and
the Collatz conjecture generalises as follows: all rational 2-adic integers eventually reach a cycle4
4The set Z2 ∩Q exactly corresponds to irreducible fractions with odd denominator and parity is given by the
parity of the numerator. For instance, the first Collatz steps of − 4
23
are: (− 4
23
,− 2
23
,− 1
23
, 10
23
, 5
23
, . . . ). It reaches
the cycle ( 5
23
, 19
23
, 40
23
, 20
23
, 10
23
, 5
23
. . . ).
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(known as Lagarias’ Periodicity Conjecture [20]). While, in this paper, before Section 4, we are
mainly concerned with finite binary inputs (i.e. representing elements of N) our framework can
naturally generalize to infinite binary inputs (i.e. representing elements of Z2), see Remark 57.
2.2 CQCA definition
The CQCA is pictorially defined in Figure 1 and formally defined in Appendix C. A configuration
is defined on Z2, where each cell in Z2 has a state (s, c) ∈ S = {0, 1,⊥}2 \ {(⊥, 0), (⊥, 1)}
containing sum bit s and carry bit c, said to be defined if 0/1 or undefined otherwise (⊥). We
say that the cell is defined if both the sum and carry defined, half-defined if sum is defined and
carry undefined, and undefined if sum and carry are undefined. Note, in all Figures, cell colour
distinguishes between carry bit being undefined or = 0 and empty light/dark grey cells have sum
bit 0, Figure 1(a).
A configuration update step is parallel and synchronous: First, the non-local rule is applied
(in practice, at most 1 row per step is concerned by the non-local rule) then, on the updated
configuration, the local rule is applied everywhere it can be. The local rule works as shown in
Figure 1(a): for any undefined cell e ∈ Z2, with a half-defined north neighbour with sum s1, and
fully defined north-east neighbour with sum s0 and carry c0, e’s sum bit becomes s2 := s0+c0+s1
mod 2. Simultaneously, the carry, c1 := (s0 + c0 + s1 ≥ 2), is placed on the cell to the north
of e. The non-local rule implements the the + 1 part of the 3x + 1 operation as follows: if the
previous (local) update placed a 1 on a horizontal row that had no 1 before, the non-local rule
places, ex nihilo, a carry bit equal to 1 (in red in Figure 1(a)) on the cell next to the right of
that 1. Carry bits equal to 0 are then placed to all the other potential trailing 0s on that row.
We write F : SZ
2 → SZ2 the transition function of the CQCA.
Remark 1 (Duality). In contrast to prior work [8, 4], having a 2D, rather than 1D automaton,
allows to realize that, the 3x+ 1 operation in binary and the x/2 operation in ternary are dual5
to one another and that, with the local rule of the CQCA, they run simultaneously, the first one
horizontally and the second one, vertically (see Figure 8, Appendix B). This duality is at the
essence of all the results of this paper.
Also, it should be noted that, while the CQCA could be made entirely local at the cost of
more states, however, we believe that the non-local rule maps more cleanly to the dynamics of
the Collatz process.
2.3 Base 2, 3 and 3′
Let {0, 1}∗ be the set of finite binary strings, {0, 1, 2}∗ be the set of finite ternary strings. We
index strings from their rightmost symbol, and | · | denotes string length, meaning we write
for instance, w = w|w|−1 . . . w1w0 ∈ {0, 1}∗. We use the standard interpretation of strings
from {0, 1}∗ and {0, 1, 2}∗ as, respectively, base 2 and base 3 encodings of natural numbers
where the rightmost symbol is the least significant digit. We write [[·]]2 : {0, 1}∗ → N and
[[·]]3 : {0, 1, 2}∗ → N for those interpretations. For instance, [[110]]2 = [[20]]3 = 6. The CQCA uses
a particular encoding for base 3 strings which we call base 3′. Base 3′ strings use the four-symbol
alphabet {0, 0¯, 1, 1¯}. The function [[·]]3′→3 : {0, 0¯, 1, 1¯}∗ → {0, 1, 2}∗ converts from base 3′ to
base 3 in a straightforward symbol-by-symbol fashion: 0 7→ 0, 0¯ 7→ 1, 1 7→ 1 and 1¯ 7→ 2. For
instance, [[0¯0¯011¯]]3′→3 = 11012. We write [[·]]3′ = [[[[·]]3′→3]]3 as the interpretation of base 3′ strings
as natural numbers. However, because there are two choices for encoding the trit 1 in base 3′,
converting from base 3 to base 3′ requires a definition:
5Their respective Finite State Transducers are dual, see Lemma 53 (Appendix B).
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Definition 2 (Base 3 to 3′ encoding). The function [[·]]3→3′ : {0, 1, 2}∗ → {0, 0¯, 1, 1¯}∗ encodes a
base 3 word α as a base 3′ word as follows: 0 7→ 0, 1¯ 7→ 2 and, if αi = 1, i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , |α| − 1},
then αi 7→ 1 if ∃0 ≤ k < i such that αk = 2 and αi 7→ 0¯ otherwise6. E.g., [[111211101211]]3→3′ =
1111¯0¯0¯0¯011¯0¯0¯.
Definition 3. The CQCA states (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1) respectively represent the base 3′
alphabet symbols 0, 0¯, 1, 1¯.
3 Base conversion in the Collatz process
Definition 4 (Binary initial configuration c0[w]). For any binary input w ∈ {0, 1}∗, we define
c0[w] ∈ SZ2 to be the initial configuration of the CQCA with w written on the horizontal ray
y = 0, x < 0 as follows: for 1 ≤ i ≤ |w| we set c0[w](−i, 0) = (wi−1,⊥), for i > |w| we set
c0[w](−i, 0) = (0,⊥) and for all other positions (x, y) ∈ Z2 we set c0[w](x, y) = (⊥,⊥).
Definition 5 (Ternary initial configuration c0[α]). For any ternary input α ∈ {0, 1, 2}∗ we
define c0[α] ∈ SZ2 to be the initial configuration of the CQCA with α′ = [[α]]3→3′ (Definition 2)
written on the vertical ray x = 0, y > 0 as follows: for 1 ≤ i ≤ |α| we set c0[α](0, i) = state(α′i−1)
where state : {0, 0¯, 1, 1¯} → S is such that state(0) = (0, 0), state(0¯) = (0, 1), state(1) = (1, 0)
and state(1¯) = (1, 1). Also, for all x < 0 we set c0[α](x, |α|) = (0,⊥) and finally at all other
positions we set c0[α](x, y) = (⊥,⊥).
Each initial configuration has a well-defined unique limit configuration:
Lemma 6 (Limit configurations c∞[w] and c∞[α]). Let w ∈ {0, 1}∗ be a finite binary string
and α ∈ {0, 1, 2}∗ be a finite ternary string. Then, in the CQCA evolution from the initial
configurations c0[w] ∈ SZ2 , and c0[α] ∈ SZ2 , both sum and carry bits in any cells are final: if set,
they never change. Hence, limit configurations c∞[w] = limi→∞ F
i(c0[w]) and c∞[α] = limi→∞ F
i(c0[α])
exist.7
Proof. Both the local and non-local rules of the CQCA can only be applied either on undefined
cells or half-defined cells. Furthermore, if applied on an undefined cell, the cell becomes half-
defined or defined, and when applied on a half-defined cell it becomes defined. Hence, the
following partial order (⊥,⊥) < (s,⊥) < (s, c) with s, c ∈ {0, 1} holds on the states of the
CQCA: it has the freezing property [12, 31] and cells can change state at most twice. Limit
configurations are well-defined by taking the final state of each cell.
Example 7. Figure 1(c) (top) and (d) respectively show c0[w] and a portion of c∞[w] for w =
1100011. Figure 6(a) and (c) respectively show c0[α] and a portion of c∞[α] for α = 111211101211
– by Definition 2, we have [[111211101211]]3→3′ = 1111¯0¯0¯0¯011¯0¯0¯.
Next, we define how to read base 2 strings on rows and base 3′ on columns of the CQCA:
Definition 8 (Mapping rows and columns to natural numbers). Let x0, y0 ≤ 0 and c ∈ SZ2 be
a configuration. A finite segment of defined cells along a horizontal row x0 of c is said to give
word w ∈ {0, 1}∗ if w is exactly the concatenation of the sum bits in these cells (LSB on right).
6In other words, symbol 0 maps to digit 0 and symbol 1¯ to digit 2, and the base 3′ symbol 1 is used to encode
a base three digit 1 for which the rightmost neighbour different from 1 is a 2, and symbol 0¯ is used otherwise. See
Remark 51 for further justifications on the essence of that encoding.
7Although the following fact is not used in the rest of this paper, one can furtthermore prove that limit
configurations contain no half-defined cells: each cell is either defined or undefined.
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Figure 2: Structure of the CQCA, and Collatz iterations, implied by our results. (a) Three
instances of Theorem 13. From the innermost to the outermost they read [[0¯]]3′ = [[1]]3 = [[1]]2 = 1
then [[111¯0]]3′ = [[1120]]3 = [[101010]]2 = 42 and finally [[0¯0¯00¯0¯0¯01¯]]3′ = [[101111011011]]2 = 3035.
Anchor cells are in green. (b) Zoom in of base conversion diagram of [[111¯0]]3′ (middle example
in (a)). Each column, excluded its bottom cell, represents successive integer divisions by 2, e.g.,
from orange to magenta columns we read [[1120]]3 = 42, [[210]]3 = 21 and [[101]]3 = 10. At each
step, the sum bits of the bottom row “store” the parity information of the previous column that
was divided by 2: the orange bit gives the parity of the orange column and so on. Checking parity
in base 3′ is checking the parity of the number of 1s (both sum and carry bits), hence outside
AC0 (Corollary 17 and Theorem 21). (c) For any input z ∈ N the schematic shows n = dlog2 xe
iterations of the Collatz map T . The values x, T (x), T 2(x), . . . , Tn(x) appear as n columns,
written in ternary (base 3′). The configuration is cut by a horizontal line, whose cells encode
z in binary (Theorem 13). The ‘base conversion’ upper z-rectangle is simple to define in terms
of z, and is computable in NC1. Modulo base 2-to-3 conversion, the lower z-rectangle embeds
the full complexity of computing n iterations of T . (d) Visual representation of the influence of
z = [[0¯0¯00¯0¯0¯01¯]]3′ = [[11011102]]3 = 3035 on its next n = dlog2 ze Collatz iterates. The column
in orange on the right is the base 3′ encoding of z. By Lemma 12, the column in orange on the
left is the base 3′ encoding of Tn(z) = T 12(z) = [[2020002]]3 = 1622. By Theorem 13, the orange
horizontal sum bits give the base 2 representation of z. Hence the cells outlined in blue (upper
z-rectangle) in T 4(z) (second outlined column to the right) and T 9(z) (third outlined column),
are entirely determined by the base 3′ to base 2 conversion diagram of z, only the cells outlined
in magenta (lower z-rectangle) are independent from the base conversion algorithm.
An infinite horizontal row y0 of c is said to give w ∈ {0, 1}∗ if there is a k ≥ 0 such that the
defined sum bits on y0 are 0
∞w0k. A contiguous segment of defined cells on the column of c with
x-coordinate x0 is said to give the base 3
′ word q ∈ {0, 0¯, 1, 1¯}∗ (Definition 2) if q is exactly the
concatenation of the base 3′ symbols corresponding to each cell’s state8 (where the southmost
cell gives the least significant trit).
3.1 Rows and columns in the CQCA both simulate Collatz
Intuitively, the following lemma says that rows of CQCA encode odd Collatz iterates in binary.
There is one odd iterate per row, Figure 1(c).
8The CQCA defined states are (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1) and they respectively map to base 3′ symbols 0, 0¯, 1, 1¯.
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Lemma 9 (Rows simulate Collatz in base 2). Let z ∈ N+ and let w ∈ {0, 1}∗ \ {0}∗ be the
standard base 2 representation of z and, by Lemma 6, let c∞[w] ∈ SZ2 be the limit configuration
of the CQCA on input w. Then, horizontal row y0 ≤ 0 of c∞[w] gives the base 2 representation
of the |y0|th odd term in the Collatz sequence of z (Definition 8).
Proof. Note that it is enough to show that row y = −1 of c∞[w] gives the base 2 representation
of the second odd term in the Collatz sequence of z and then inductively apply the argument
to all rows y < 0 to get the result. We have w 6= 0n, hence there is at least one 1 in w and so,
on row y = 0 of c∞[w], the non-local rule of the CQCA (Figure 1 and Appendix C) was applied
exactly once, at position x0 = max({x < 0 | c∞[w](x, 0) = (s, c) with s = 1}) + 1 and we have
c∞[w](x0, 0) = (0, 1). Sum bits on row y = 0 up to column x0 − 1 give the representation of
z′ ∈ N (Definition 8), the first odd term in the Collatz sequence of z = [[w]]2.
From position x = x0 − 1 down to x0 = −∞, the local rule of the CQCA was applied to
produce carries on row y = 0 and sum bits on row y = −1. Given the definition of the CQCA
local rule, that computation corresponds exactly to applying the binary 3x+1 FST (Figure 8(a),
Appendix B): input is read in the sum bits of row y = 0 from x = x0 − 1 down to x = −∞,
output is produced in the sum bits of row y = −1, the initial state is 0¯, corresponding to
c∞[w](x0, 0) = (0, 1). Hence, by Lemma 56 (Appendix B), sum bits of row y = −1 from x = −∞
to x = x0−1 give the binary representation of 3z′+1 – starting with a (0)∞ prefix and with LSB
to the east. By ignoring the m ≥ 1 trailing zeros on row y = −1 (there is at least one because
3z′ + 1 is even), we get the representation of (3z′ + 1)/2m, the second odd iterate in the Collatz
sequence of z. Note the non (0)∞ part of row y = −1 is produced in at most |w|+ 2 simulation
steps in the CQCA.
Remark 10. Although Lemma 9 only deals with odd Collatz iterations, even Collatz iterations
also naturally appear in the CQCA: even terms occurring between the ith and the (i+ 1)th odd
Collatz iterates correspond to the trailing 0s on row y = −(i+ 1) of the CQCA. For example, on
the third row in Figure 1(c) (bottom) we read 7 = [[111]]2 but also, in the trailing 0s, all 2
n · 7
for 1 ≤ n ≤ 6.
Remark 11. When running the 3x + 1 FST on infinite binary inputs, one can show that it is
computing the 3x + 1 function on 2-adic integers (see Appendix B). Hence, Lemma 9 and the
CQCA framework, can be generalised for working with the extension of the Collatz process to
Z2 ⊂ R, the uncountable collection of numbers containing both N and Z and represented by
infinite binary words [20, 7].
Intuitively, the following lemma says that columns of the CQCA encode all Collatz iterates,
even and odd, in ternary, Figure 1(e) and Figure 6(c).
Lemma 12 (Columns simulate Collatz in base 3′). Let z ∈ N+ and let α ∈ {0, 1, 2}∗ \ {0}∗
be the standard base 3 representation of z, and, by Lemma 6, let c∞[α] ∈ SZ2 be the limit
configuration of the CQCA on input α. Then, the vertical column with x-coordinate x0 < 0 in
c∞[α] gives the base 3′ representation of T |x0|(z) (as the defined cells down to, and excluding,
the southmost cell whose sum bit is 0, Definition 8).
Proof. Note that it is enough to show that column x0 = −1 of c∞[α] gives the base 3′ represent-
ation of T (z), with z = [[α]]3, and then inductively apply the argument to all columns x < 0 to
get the result. By construction of c0[α] (Definition 5) and because all bits are final (Lemma 6)
we have that the sum bit of c∞[α](−1, |α|) is 0 (more generally, for all x < 0 we have the sum
bit of c∞[α](x, |α|) is 0). From there, the non-local CQCA rule (Figure 1 and Appendix C) will
be applied, at least, at each position (−1, y) with 1 ≤ y ≤ |α|. This application of the rule
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corresponds exactly to running the base 3′ x/2 FST (Figure 8(d) Appendix B) by reading the
input on the base 3′ symbols of cells of column x = 0 (both sum bits and carry bits of these
cells are defined by construction of c0[α]), writing the base 3
′ output on the cells of column
x = −1 starting from initial FST state 0 (corresponding to the sum bit of c∞[α](−1, |α|) being
0). In that interpretation, the sum bit outputed to the south of a cell by the local CQCA rule
corresponds to the new FST state after reading the east base 3′ symbol, hence the sum bit s of
cell (−1, 0) corresponds to the sate of the x/2 FST after reading all base 3′ symbols of [[α]]3→3′
(the least significant digit is at position (0, 1)). Two cases, with z = [[α]]3:
1. If z ≡ 0 mod 2, by Lemma 58 (Appendix B), we have that the final sate of the x/2
FST after reading [[α]]3→3′ is 0 and that the ouput word α′ ∈ {0, 0¯, 1, 1¯} is such that
[[α′]]3′ = [[α]]3/2 = z/2. Hence, we deduce that column x = −1, from y = |α| down to y = 1
gives the base 3′ representation of T (z) = z/2 which is what we wanted.
2. If z ≡ 1 mod 2, by Lemma 58 (Appendix B), we have that the final sate of the x/2 FST
after reading [[α]]3→3′ is 1 and that the output word γ ∈ {0, 0¯, 1, 1¯}, which is written on
column x = 1, y = |α| down to y = 1, is such that [[γ]]3′ = ([[α]]3 − 1)/2 = (z − 1)/2.
Furthermore, for e = (0, 0) ∈ Z2, the sum bit of c∞[α](e+ WEST), which correspond to the
final state of the x/2 FST, is s = 1 and c0[α](e) = (⊥,⊥). Hence, the non-local rule will be
applied at position e, and we get both c0[∞](e) = (0, 1) and c0[∞](e + WEST) = (1, 1). It
means that on column x = −1, with cell at position (−1, 0) = e+ WEST we add the base 3′
symbol 1¯ on the least significant side of γ (word γ was outputed by the FST to the north
of position (−1, 0)). Hence, columns x = −1, from row y = |α| down to y = 0 interprets
as: 3 ∗ [[γ]]3′ + 2 = 3 z−12 + 2 = 3z+12 = T (z). Which is what we wanted.
Hence we get that column x = −1 gives the base 3′ representation of T (z). From the above
points, it is immediate that the cell directly below the base 3′ expression of T (z) on column
x = −1 has sum bit equal to 0 and that all cells below are undefined, matching the end of
the Lemma statement. Note that it requires at most |α| + 2 simulation steps for the CQCA to
compute that representation (at most two extra cells to the south are used).
3.2 Base 3-to-2 conversion in the CQCA
We can now prove our main result: the natural number written in base 3′ on a column gets
converted to base 2 on the row directly south-west to it, Figure 2(a).
Theorem 13 (Base 3-to-2 conversion). Let α ∈ {0, 1, 2}∗ be any finite ternary string and, by
Lemma 6, let c∞[α] ∈ SZ2 be the limit configuration of the CQCA on input α.
Then, in c∞[α], any position e = (x0, y0) ∈ Z2 such that both cells e+NORTH and e+WEST are
defined, is called an anchor cell and has the base conversion property : there exists z ∈ N such
that the defined cells on column x0 strictly to the north of e give the base 3
′ representation of z
and the cells on row y = y0 strictly to the west of e give (Definition 8) the base 2 representation
of z.
Proof. A direct consequence of the proof of Lemma 12 is that, in c∞[α] a defined sum bit
s ∈ {0, 1} at position (x1, y0) with x1 < 0 and y0 ≤ |α| gives the state in which the x/2 FST
(Figure 8(b) and (d), Appendix B) was after reading all base 3′ symbols between row y = |α|
and y = y0 + 1 on column x = x1 + 1 of c∞[α]. By Lemma 58 (Appendix B) we know that this
final state and so, the value of the sum bit s, is 0 if that base 3′ represented number, x ∈ N, was
even and 1 if it was odd. We also know that the output of the FST, i.e. symbols strictly to the
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north of (x1, y0) represent bx/2c (Lemma 58). Hence, one base conversion step was performed:
x mod 2 is written in the sum bit s at position (x1, y0) and bx/2c is computed to the north of
it. By induction, all the other base conversion steps are also performed to the west of (x1, y0)
and we get the result for the anchor cell (x0, y0) with x0 = x1 + 1.
Remark 14. Figure 2(a) presents several instances of Theorem 13. Note that the cell at position
(0, 0) is always an anchor cell in c0[α] meaning that the CQCA converts [[α]]3→3′ from base 3′
to base 2. Hence, the CQCA can effectively convert any base 3′ input to base 2. Figure 2(b)
presents the details of such a base conversion and shows that the algorithm which is used by the
CQCA to convert bases is rather natural: at each step the parity of the input is computed, then
the input is divided by 2. Also, the algorithm is efficient, in the sense that for x ∈ N, it can be
shown that dlog2(x)e + dlog3(x)e simulation steps are sufficient for the automaton to convert x
from base 3 to base 2.
Remark 15. Theorem 13 also implies that limit configurations of row inputs are very similar
to limit configurations of column inputs. Indeed, for z ∈ N, w ∈ {0, 1}∗ being the base 2
representation of z, and α ∈ {0, 1, 2}∗ being the base 3 representation of z, we have: for all x ≤ 0
and y ≤ 0, c∞[w](x, y) = c∞[α](x, y). Thus, for all x ≤ −|w| and y < 0, columns of c∞[ω] iterate
the Collatz process in ternary, see Figure 1(e), and the base conversion property also holds for
any anchor cell. Hence, the base conversion property naturally appears in the CQCA, for both
row and column inputs.
Remark 16. Theorem 13 implies that bootstrapping cells, i.e. cells with state (0, 1) because of
the non-local rule (red carries in Figure 1 and 2) have an interesting interpretation column-wise:
they correspond to the operation 3x + 1 in ternary. Indeed, in base 3 the operation 3x + 1 is
trivial: it consists of appending 1 (represented here by 0¯ via Definition 2) to the representation
of x. Thus, the CQCA “stacks” trivial ternary steps (3x + 1) on the same column, and trivial
binary steps (x/2, i.e. a shift in binary) on the same row (Remark 10).
Corollary 17 (Parity checking in Collatz). Let α ∈ {0, 1, 2}∗ and, by Lemma 6, let c∞[α] ∈ SZ2
be the limit configuration of the CQCA on input α (written in base 3′ on column x = 0). For any
anchor cell (Theorem 13) at postion e ∈ Z2, let s ∈ {0, 1} be the sum bit of the cell at e+ WEST.
Then, s is the parity of the number written in base 3′ on the column at e+ NORTH and going to
the north (Definition 8): this number is even iff s = 0 and odd iff s = 1.
Proof. Immediately implied by the proof of Theorem 13: the sum bit s at position e+WEST gives
the state in which the x/2 FST was after reading base 3′ symbols on the column to the north of
e. By Lemma 58 (Appendix B), it is the parity of the number given by that column.
Example 18. Figure 2(b) outlines instances of Corollary 17.
3.3 Computational complexity of CQCA prediction
In this section we leverage our previous results to make statements about the computational
complexity of predicting the CQCA.
Definition 19 (Bounded CQCA prediction problem). Given (a) any binary input w, or ternary
input α, of length n ∈ N with resulting CQCA limit configuration c∞[α], and given (b) any
(x, y) ∈ Z2, where max(|x|, |y|) ≤ n, what is the state c∞[α](x, y)?
Remark 20. The version of this prediction problem, where the question is to predict the state
c∞[α](x, y) for any (x, y) ∈ Z2, is at least as hard as the Collatz conjecture which in CQCA terms
states that the (1, 2, 1, 2, . . . ) “glider” will eventually occur, cf. blue outlined cells in Figure 1(d).
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It is straightforward to see that the bounded CQCA prediction problem is in the complexity
class P, we can also give a lower bound:
Theorem 21. The bounded CQCA prediction problem is in P and not in AC0.
Proof. To see that the problem is in P, simply encode the initial configuration as input to a
two-tape Turing machine and, in O(n2) time, run the simulation forward until we have filled the
plane up to distance n from the input.
To show the problem is outside AC0, let v ∈ {0, 1}∗, and let α ∈ {0, 1, 2}∗ be the base 3
word such that α = v. Let c∞[α] be the limit configuration of the CQCA on (column) input α
written in base 3′ (as usual) on column x = 0. Since there are no 2-symbols in v, by Definition 2,
the base 3′ encoding of v maps 0 to 0 and 1 to 0¯, an encoding straightforward to represent
in binary, and straightforward to compute in AC0. Let b be the sum bit of c∞[α](−1, 0), i.e.
(−1, 0) + NORTH + EAST is the first symbol of α, hence (well) within the bound n = |α| set by
Definition 19.
Deciding whether a natural number is even or odd is equivalent to checking the parity of its
number of 1s written in base 3. In base 3′, this translates to checking the parity of the total
number of sum and carry bits. By Corollary 17, b is the parity of the natural number represented
by α, equivalently, b is the parity of the number of 1s in v. Hence the CQCA solves the problem
PARITY = {v ∈ {0, 1}∗ | v has an odd number of 1s} on the input v, with the result placed at
distance 2 < |α| from the input word α. Since PARITY sits outside the complexity class AC0 [25],
the Bounded CQCA prediction problem is not in AC0.
Remark 22. In the proof of the previous theorem it was not necessary to consider the full
(infinite) limit configuration c∞[α]; the same proof works if we start from the input configuration
c[α] and run the CQCA forward for exactly n = |α| (parallel) steps – just enough steps to compute
the sum bit b of position (−1, 0). Since sum bits are final (Lemma 6), this bit is the same as
that of c∞[α](−1, 0).
Remark 23. The proof of the previous theorem shows how to use the CQCA to solve PARITY.
In fact, we can say something stronger: in any CQCA configuration, each sum bit with defined
NORTH + EAST neighbour solves an instance of the PARITY problem. See Figure 2(b).
Definition 24 (Upper z-rectangle prediction problem). Let α ∈ {0, 1, 2}∗, z = [[z]]3 ∈ N and
let n = dlog2 ze ∈ N. Let c[α] be the associated CQCA initial configuration (Definition 5) and
R = {(x, y) | −n ≤ x ≤ 0, 0 ≤ y ≤ |α|} ( Z2. The upper z-rectangle prediction problem asks:
What are the states, in the limit configuration c∞[α], of all cells with positions (x, y) ∈ R.
Example 25. Figure 2(c) gives a schematic representation of R, the upper z-rectangle. Fig-
ure 2(d) and Figure 3 each give and instance of R, respectively for z = [[101111011011]]2 = 3035
and z = [[11110010]]2 = 242.
Since predicting the content of an upper z-rectangle amounts to running dlog3 ze base conver-
sions in parallel, we get the following theorem. NC1 is the class of problems solved by uniform9
polynomial size, logarithmic depth (in input length) Boolean circuits with gate fanin ≤ 2 [25].
Theorem 26. The upper z-rectangle prediction problem is in NC1, and is not in AC0.
Proof. Not being in AC0 follows from the same proof as that of Theorem 21; in particular, by
Definition 24, the position (−1, 0) ∈ Z2 used in that proof is in R (Definition 24).
9Here, uniform has the meaning used in Boolean circuit complexity: that the circuit family for an infinite
problem are produced by a suitably simple algorithm [13].
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Figure 3: The region above (and including) the magenta row is
the upper z-rectangle, with z = [[11110010]]2 = 242; the lower
z-rectangle is strictly below that row (Definition 24). By The-
orem 13, the rightmost magenta column represents z in base 3′
and indeed, we have, [[1¯1¯1¯1¯1¯]]3′ = [[22222]]3 = 242. The upper z-
rectangle consists only in the base 3-to-2 conversion diagram of z,
it is NC1 to compute (Theorem 26). By Lemma 12, the leftmost
magenta column is T dlog2(x)e(x) = [[1¯1¯11¯1¯]]3′ = [[22122]]3 = 233.
The numbers 242 and 233 differ in only one trit (in blue): they
almost generate a small positive Collatz cycle (Definition 27).
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Hesse, Allender, Barrington [13] have shown that conversion from base 3 to 2 is in uniform
NC1. By Theorem 13, each row y of the rectangle R contains exactly the base 2 representation
of the base 3 number that is written on column x = 0, with its least significant digit at position
(0, y+1). Hence |α| parallel applications of a NC1 base conversion circuit (of polynomial size and
logarithmic depth, in |α|) compute all |α| rows of c∞[α] that are contained in the rectangular
region R, which in turn gives a uniform10 NC1 circuit.
Open Problem 3.1 (Lower z-rectangle prediction problem). What is the complexity of filling
out the lower z-rectangle? I.e. the rectangle defined by M = {(x, y) | −n ≤ x ≤ 0,−n ≤ y ≤
0} ( Z2 (same notation as Definition 24 and shown on Figure 2(c)). We know it is in P, and
that it is not in AC0 (Theorem 21). Can we get matching lower and upper bounds?
These prediction problems are closely related to what we call small positive Collatz cycles.
Indeed, if predicting M (Open Problem 3.1) was easy, one could hope to easily answer whether
there exists x > 2 such that x = T≤dlog2(x)e(x):
Definition 27 (Small positive Collatz cycles). Let x ∈ N+. We say that x generates a small
positive Collatz cycle if x = Tm(x) with 0 < m ≤ dlog2(x)e.
Open Problem 3.2. There are no small positive Collatz cycles besides (2, 1, 2, 1, . . . ).
Example 28. Figure 3 shows that answering the question about small positive Collatz cycle
seems challenging. Indeed, the Figure illustrates that for x = [[1¯1¯1¯1¯1¯]]3′ = [[22222]]3 = 242, we
have T dlog2(x)e(x) = [[22122]]3 = 233. The two numbers differ only in one trit, it is almost a small
positive Collatz cycle.
Remark 29. One can also reformulate the small positive Collatz cycles problem by saying that,
although the Collatz process is able to compute base 3′-to-2 conversion, it can never compute
base 2-to-3′ in dlog2(x)e CQCA steps (except for x = 2). Note that the CQCA would have to
produce base 3 trits from the most significant one to the least significant one which seems very
hard to do given the dlog2(x)e time constraint.
3.4 Discussion: Structural implications of prediction results on Col-
latz sequences
Figure 2 summarises some strong consequences of our results on the structure of Collatz se-
quences. First, since columns are iterating the Collatz process in base 3 (Lemma 12), the base
10The proof of uniformity follows from the simplicity of the definition of R — each of the |α| outputs map to
a single row of R– and would use somewhat technical notions of DLOGTIME, or DLOGTIME-uniformity-AC0,
uniformity for NC1 [3]. Details are omitted for brevity.
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conversion theorem implies that any z ∈ N is giving strict constraints on the next dlog2 ze itera-
tions of the Collatz process. Specifically, the upper z-rectangle, Figure 2(b), which corresponds
to the diagram of the conversion of z from base 3′ to base 2, is constraining, on average, half
of the trits of any T≤dlog2 ze(z)(z), Figure 2(d). Second, Theorem 26 tells us that this upper z-
rectangle is easy to predict, in the sense that the entire region can be computed in NC1. Remains
open the complexity of lower z-rectangle prediction.
Third, Figure 2(b) illustrates how the parity checking result of Corollary 17 places constraints
on future iterates. A sum bit at any position e ∈ Z2 in a c∞[α] is constrained to be the parity of
the number of 1s in the entire column (both sums and carries) whose base is at the north-east
of e.
We should note that these phenomena are occurring everywhere, at each Collatz iterate.
Hence, although patterns have been notoriously hard to identify in the Collatz process, our
results give a new lens which reveals some detail.
Finally, Section 4 suggests that such base conversion constraints also occur in the case of
infinite inputs in the extension of the Collatz process to Z2 ⊂ R, the ring of 2-adic integers.
4 Constructing cycles in the Collatz process
4.1 Overview of the Collatz process in Z2
As mentionned in Section 2, the most general version [20] of the Collatz process is defined
on the uncountable ring Z2 ⊂ R. Elements of Z2 are represented by infinite binary strings.
Following the convention for finite binary string, in this paper we represent elements of Z2 with
their least significant bit to the right,11 e.g. we write . . . 010101 ∈ Z2. The operations + and
× in Z2 are defined bitwise as the natural extension of standard finite binary addition and
multiplication [7]. For instance, we can easily interpret z = (01)∞ as being the number − 13 since
3z = 2z + z = (10)∞ + (01)∞ = (1)∞, and so 3z + 1 = 0. Note that the set of natural numbers
N identificates with {(0)∞w | w ∈ {0, 1}∗} ⊂ Z2 and the set of strictly negative intgers Z \ N
to {(1)∞w | w ∈ {0, 1}∗} ⊂ Z2 (matching the standard “two’s complement” representation of
signed integers). Finally, Q ∩ Z2 is the set of 2-adic integers with eventually periodic expansion
[10]. From the point of view of Q, the set Q ∩ Z2 is the set of irreducible fractions with odd
denominator12, e.g. − 423 ∈ Q ∩ Z2. With all this context in mind, it becomes clear how the
Collatz process generalises to Z2: if z ∈ Z2 is even, i.e. the least significant bit is 0, we remove
that bit and if z ∈ Z2 is odd, i.e. the least significant bit is 1, we run it through the 3x + 1
FST whose logic directly generalises to Z2 (Remark 57). The generalised version of the Collatz
conjecture to Z2 is known as Lagarias’ periodicity conjecture and can be stated as follows: “Any
rational 2-adic z ∈ Z2∩Q eventually reaches a cycle under action of the Collatz process”. Finally,
it is known that Collatz cycles in Z2 contain only rational numbers implying that irrational 2-adic
integers (i.e. aperiodic binary expansion) never reach any cycle [32].
Here, we study Collatz cycles in Z2 by exploiting parity vectors, a notion central to the study
of the Collatz process [30, 20, 32, 22, 26]. We show that parity vectors can naturally be exploited
in the reversed CQCA (rCQCA) that uses the inverse of the CQCA local rule. From there we
exhibit a construction to generate the 2-adic expansion of any rational 2-adic integer involved in
a Collatz cycle. We reformulate the cyclic Collatz conjecture in N and Z as a simple prediction
problem in the rCQCA. Finally, this Section leaves open the question of how the base conversion
11This is in contrast with the mathematic literature where 2-adic integers are usually represented witht their
least significant bit to the left, e.g. 101010 . . . ∈ Z2.
12Remark for instance that it is impossible to represent a number such as x = 1
2
in Z2. Indeed we cannot have
2x = 1 since multiplying by 2 appends a 0 to the least significant side of x.
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abilities of the CQCA (Theorem 13) generalise to the conversion of any element of Z2 ∩Z3 from
Z2 (i.e. infinite binary expansion) to Z3 (i.e. infinite ternary expansion).
4.2 Parity vectors and the reverse CQCA
4.2.1 Parity vectors
(a) Initial parity vector configuration in the
rCQCA.
(b) Evolution after several rCQCA steps: the ar-
row indicates the north-west evolution direction.
(c) Evolution after complete reconstruction of
row y = 0.
Figure 4: Running the rCQCA from a finite parity vector. Same colour codes as Figure 1. (a)
Initial rCQCA configuration for the parity vector p = (0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1) ∈ P (Defini-
tion 30). The cell at position (0, 0) is outlined in blue. (b) Configuration after several rCQCA
steps. Evolution goes north-west. Because of the non-local rule, some cells have appeared to the
east of the initial parity vector (magenta). (c) Because the parity vector is finite, the computa-
tion area is bounded and will eventually terminate when all cells on row y = 0 and −|p| ≤ x ≤ 0
are computed (in blue). By Lemma 33, row y = 0 gives the binary encoding of the smallest z ∈ N
such that |p| is the parity vector of z’s first |p| Collatz steps. Furthermore, again by Lemma 33,
the leftmost column (orange) gives the ternary expansion of T |p|(z). Indeed, here we have
z = [[11110010010]]2 = 1938 (as read on the blue line) and T
11(z) = 692 = [[1¯1¯111¯1¯]]3′ = [[221122]]3
(as read on the orange column). Note that, in the forward CQCA, the cell outlined in magenta
would be in state (0, 0). But, in the backward direction, the rule can never apply to this cell
hence, it is left undefined. This is related to the fact that we study parity vectors of the map T
where T1(x) = (3x+ 1)/2 and not T1(x) = 3x+ 1.
For z ∈ Z2, the parity vector associated to the Collatz trajectory O(z) = (z, T (z), T 2(z), . . . )
is the sequence p = (z mod 2, T (z) mod 2, T 2(z) mod 2, . . . ). We write P = ∪n∈N{0, 1}n as
the set of finite parity vectors and we write for instance p = (p0, p1, p2, p3) = (1, 0, 0, 1) ∈ P
which is a valid parity vector for the finite Collatz trajectory (13, 20, 10, 5). We write |p| for
the size of the parity vector p. Parity vectors have an important property: they are all feasible,
meaning that for any p ∈ P there is z ∈ N such that p is the parity vector of the first |p| Collatz
steps of z [32]. Furthermore, if z1, z2 ∈ N share the same last n bits in their binary representation
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(i.e. z1 ≡ z2 mod 2n) then the parity vector of their first n Collatz steps are the same13. More
generally, considering the infinite parity vector associated to the Collatz sequence of any 2-adic
integer gives the map Q : Z2 → {0, 1}N which maps z to its parity vector. The map Q is one-to-
one and onto and has other remarkable properties [20, 26]. In that setting, Lagarias’ periodicity
conjecture reformulates as follows: if z ∈ Z2 is eventually periodic (i.e. z ∈ Q∩Z2) then Q(z) is
also eventually periodic14 [20].
4.2.2 The reverse CQCA
The reverse CQCA (rCQCA) shares the same definition as the CQCA except for its local rule
which is the inverse of the local rule of the CQCA. By inverse we mean that, when considering a
cell at position e ∈ Z2, if both the bit and carry of e+ EAST are defined and the bit of e+ SOUTH
is defined, then there is only one bit and carry choice for e which match with the local rule of
the CQCA. For instance, if c(e + EAST) = (1, 1) and c(e + SOUTH) = (0,⊥) then we must have
c(e) = (0, 1) since 0 + 1 + 1 = 0 mod 2 and 0 + 1 + 1 ≥ 2. Note that the logic of the rCQCA
corresponds, horizontally, to running the inverse of the 3x+ 1 FST and, vertically (from bottom
to top), to running the x/2 FST of which arrows have been inverted (Remark 55, Appendix B).
Inputting a parity vector p to the rCQCA is done as follows:
Definition 30 (Initial configuration c0[p]). Let p ∈ P be a finite parity vector. Then c0[p] ∈ SZ2 ,
the initial configuration associated to p is defined by the following process: start at position
e = (0, 0) and set c0[p](e) = (p0,⊥). If p0 = 0 move to position e′ = e + WEST else move to
position e′ = e+ SOUTH+ WEST, repeat with the next entry in the parity vector or stop if the end
is reached. Set c0[p](e) = (⊥,⊥) at every other position e.
Remark 31. Similarly to Lemma 6, the limit configuration c∞[p] associated to input parity
vector p is well defined.
Example 32. Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(c) respectively show c0[p] (position (0, 0) in blue) and
c∞[p] for p = (0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1). Figure 4(b) shows how the local rule of the rCQCA is
applied.
We have the following general result:
Lemma 33. Let p ∈ P be a finite parity vector and c∞[p] be the limit configuration of the
rCQCA when p is given as initial input (Definition 30). Then, on row y = 0 of c∞[p] we read
the binary representation of the smallest natural number z ∈ N such that p is the parity vector
of the first |p| Collatz steps of z. Also, on row x = −|p| we read the base 3′ representation of
T |p|(z).
Proof. This is immediate by reversibility of the CQCA rule. Running the CQCA from the row
y = 0 constructed by the rCQCA will lead to the same choices for each cell, and produce the
same parity vector. It is known that for a parity vector of size n, only one z < 2n is such that it
follows that parity vector during its first n Collatz steps [32]. Hence, row y = 0 gives the binary
representation of the smallest natural number z ∈ N such that p is the parity vector of its first |p|
Collatz steps. The fact that column x = −|p| gives the base 3′ representation of T |p|(z) follows
from Theorem 13 applied at anchor cell at position (−|p|,−|p|1 − 1) with |p|1 the number of 1s
in p.
13There is in fact a mysterious relationship between the dlog(z)e bits of z ∈ N and the elements in the parity
vector of its first dlog(z)e Collatz step [28].
14The converse is known: if Q(z) is eventually periodic then z also is [20, 26].
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Example 34. Figure 4(c) gives an example of Lemma 33 for p = (0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1). On
row y = 0, we read, z = [[11110010010]]2 = 1938. It is the smallest integer for which the first
|p| = 11 Collatz iterates have the parity prescribed by p = (0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1). Indeed, the
first 11 Collatz iterates of 1938 are: (1938, 969, 1454, 727, 1091, 1637, 2456, 1228, 614, 307, 461).
Remark 35. Lemma 33 can be effortlessly generalised to infinite parity vectors. In which case,
for an infinite parity vector p, row y = 0 gives the 2-adic expansion of Q−1(p).
Remark 36. The cyclic Collatz conjecture in N is equivalent to: the only parity vectors p ∈ P
for which z = T |p|(z) with z ∈ N are powers (in the sense of concatenation) of (0, 1) ∈ P and
powers of (1, 0) ∈ P. Note that it is equivalent in saying that, in Figure 4, the leftmost (orange)
column never contains the base 3′ representation of the row y = 0 (blue), given that the number
represented by the row y = 0 is greater than 2.
4.3 Parity vectors and the cyclic world Z2/∼p
4.3.1 Constructing 2-adic expansions of Collatz cyclic numbers
We say that a parity vector p ∈ P is the support of a cycle if there exists a Collatz cycle of
period length |p| of which ith element has the parity (i.e. least significant bit) prescribed by pi.
For instance (0, 1, 0, 1) ∈ P is support to the cycle (2, 1, 2, 1) and the parity vector (1, 1, 1, 1) ∈ P
is support to the cycle (−1,−1,−1,−1). It is known that for any p ∈ P there is a z ∈ Z2 ∩ Q
such that p supports the cycle (z, T (z), . . . , T |p|(z)) and such cycles are the only one existing in
the Collatz process [20, 32]. We call such z ∈ Z2 ∩Q, Collatz cyclic numbers:
Definition 37 (Collatz cyclic numbers). Let p ∈ P. The Colaltz cyclic number z ∈ Z2 ∩ Q
associated to p is given by z = Q−1(p∞) with Q : Z2 → {0, 1}N the one-to-one and onto map
[20, 26] which associates each 2-adic integer to its Collatz sequence’s parity vector.
We show that the rCQCA naturally yields to the construction of the 2-adic expansion of
any Collatz cyclic number. In order to provide the construction, we need to put a equivalence
relation on Z2 which identificates some positions with each others:
Definition 38 (The cyclic world Z2/ ∼p). Let p ∈ P be a finite parity vector. Define vp =
|p| ∗ WEST + |p|1 ∗ SOUTH with |p|1 the number of 1s in p. Define ∼p the following equivalence
relation on Z2: for e, f ∈ Z2, e ∼p f if and only if e− f = vp. We write Z2/∼p the quotient of
Z2 by ∼p. Define c˜0[p] ∈ SZ2/∼p in the same way than c0[p] ∈ SZ2 . It is easily shown that the
limit configuration under action of the rCQCA, c˜∞[p] ∈ SZ2/∼p , is well defined.
Example 39. Figure 5(a) shows the initial configuration c˜0[p] associated to p in the cyclic world
Z2/∼p. The two magenta outlined cells are at equivalent positions e1, e2 ∈ Z2: we have e1 ∼p e2,
meaning that in Z2/∼p those two cells are the same. In particular they have the same state.
Similary for cells outlined with the same colour in Figure 5(b). Figure 5(c) gives a portion of
the limit configuration c˜∞[p].
Theorem 40 (Constructing Collatz cyclic numbers). Let p ∈ P be a finite parity vector and let
c˜∞[p] ∈ SZ2/∼p be the limit configuration of the rCQCA when p is given as input in the cyclic
world Z2/∼p (Definition 38). Let z = Q−1(p∞) ∈ Z2∩Q be the Collatz cyclic number associated
to p (Definition 37).
Then, the 2-adic expansion of z can be read by concatenating all the sum bits on row y = 0.
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(a) Initial parity vector configuration in the cyclic
world Z2/∼p.
(b) Evolution of the rCQCA in the cyclic world:
the arrow indicates the north-west evolution dir-
ection.
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(c) Part of the limit configuration in the cyclic
world.
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(d) Same as (c) with one color per state
(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1).
Figure 5: The rCQCA in the cyclic world of parity vector p = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0) ∈ P. Cells colours white,
light grey and dark grey have the same meanings as Figure 1, except for (d). (a) Initial configuration
c˜0[p] in the cyclic world Z2/ ∼p (Definition 38). The two cells outlined in magenta are at equivalent
positions in Z2/∼p: they contain the same state. All cells underlined in magenta are in the same parity
vector cut (Definition 42). (b) After some rCQCA steps in the cyclic world. Only the quadrant x < 0
and y > −|p|1 is shown. Cells outlined with the same color are at equivalent positions: they must contain
the same state. Cells underlined with the same color are in the same parity vector cut (Definition 42).
(c) Quadrant x < 0 and y > −|p|1 of the limit configuration c˜∞[p] (Definition 38). On row y = 0 (in blue,
the outlined cell stop at the end of the first period of the expansion), by Theorem 40, we read the 2-adic
expansion of Q−1(p∞), the Collatz cyclic number associated to p = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0) ∈ P (Definition 37). In
this case, we have Q−1(p∞) = 5
23
and indeed we read (00010110010)∞00011 ∈ Z2 which is the 2-adic
expansion of 5
23
. Conjecture 48 states that the orange column (the outlined cell stop at the end of the
first period of the expansion) gives the 3-adic expansion of z, it is the case because the 3-adic expansion
(20021001011)∞201, given by reading the base 3′ symbols of the orange column from south to north,
is the 3-adic expansion of 5
23
(see Example 41 which gives the formula to apply in order to transform
an eventually periodic 2-adic/3-adic expansion into its associated fraction in Q). (d) Same as (c) but
individual colors have been displayed for states (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1) in order to visualize the patterns
generated by the rCQCA in the cyclic world of p.
Proof. By reversibility of the local rule of the CQCA running the forward CQCA from row y = 0
constructed by the rCQCA will lead to the same choices at each cell. In particular that means,
that the 2-adic number written on row y = 0 is undergoing the Collatz process with parity vector
p∞. We know that this number is uniquely given by z = Q−1(p∞) ∈ Z2 ∩Q [20, 32].
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Example 41. Figure 5(c) shows an instance of Theorem 40 for parity vector p = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0).
On row y = 0 (blue) we read the expansion (00010110010)∞00011 ∈ Z2 (the outlined blue
cells stop at then end of the first period of the expansion). As it is eventually periodic, it
represents a rational number, but which one? In a general fashion, the following formula15
holds to convert any eventually periodic 2-adic integer to its associated fraction in Q: let w0 ∈
{0, 1}∗ be the initial segment and w1 ∈ {0, 1}∗ be the infinitely repeated word then we have:
z = [[w0]]2 + 2
|w0|[[w1]]2 11−2|w1| ∈ Q, see [7]. Replace {0, 1}∗ by {0, 1, 2}∗, powers of 2 by powers
of 3, and [[·]]2 by [[·]]3 in the 3-adic case. Here, the formula gives: (00010110010)∞00011 =
5
23 ∈ Q. This matches the fact that 523 = Q−1(p∞) indeed, the Collatz sequence of 523 is:
(5/23, 19/23, 40/23, 20/23, 10/23, 5/23, . . .) whose parity vector is p∞ with p = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0) (the
parity of a rational 2-adic is given by the parity of the numerator).
4.3.2 The cyclic Collatz conjecture as rCQCA reachability problems
Given Theorem 40, the cyclic Collatz conjecture in N and Z can be reformulated as follows:
Definition 42 (Parity vector cut). Let p ∈ P and v ∈ Z2. Consider C = {e0 . . . e|p|−1} the set
of the positions of initial (half-defined) cells in c˜0[p] ∈ SZ2/∼p (Definition 38). The parity vector
cut associated to v is the set of positions Cv = {e0 + v . . . e|p|−1 + v}.
Example 43. Figure 5 shows three parity vector cut of p = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0) ∈ P: all the cells
underlined with the same color are in the same parity vector cut.
Lemma 44 (Integer Collatz cycles). Let p ∈ P and c˜∞[p] ∈ SZ2/∼p (Definition 38).
1. p is the support of a Collatz cycle with values in N if and only if there is v ∈ Z2 such that,
in c˜∞[p], all |p| cells in parity vector cut Cv are in state (0, 0) (Definition 42).
2. p is the support of a Collatz cycle with values in Z \ N if and only if there is v ∈ Z2 such
that, in c˜∞[p], all |p| cells in the parity vector cut Cv are in state (1, 1) (Definition 42).
The Collatz conjecture in N becomes: the only parity vectors for which Point 1 holds are
powers (In the sense of concatenation), and powers of rotations of (0, 1) ∈ P, corresponding to
the cycle (1, 2, . . . ).
The Collatz conjecture in Z \ N becomes: the only parity vectors for which Point 2 holds
are powers and powers of rotations of (1) and (1, 1, 0) and (1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0) ∈ P which
respectively correspond to the cycles (−1,−1, . . .), (−5,−7,−10,−5, . . .) and
(−17,−25,−37,−55,−82,−41,−61,−91,−136,−68,−34,−17, . . .).
Proof. Let Cv be the parity vector cut such that, for all e ∈ Cv we have c˜(e)∞[p] = (0, 0). By
applying the equivalence relation∼p, we can translate the cut: there exists x0 < 0 and v′ = (x0, 0)
such that for all e ∈ C′v we have c˜(e)∞[p] = c˜(e + (v − v′))∞[p] = (0, 0). Now, by application
of the rCQCA local rule to cut C′v, we get that the cut C′′v with v′′ = (x0 − 1, 0) also contains
only cells in state (0, 0). By induction, for all x < x0, the cut Cvx with vx = (x, 0) contains only
cells in state (0, 0). In particular, row y = 0 starts with infinite segment of contiguous cells in
state (0, 0). Hence, concatenating all its sum bits gives a 2-adic expansion of the form (0)∞w
with w ∈ {0, 1}∗, i.e. a natural number. By Theorem 40, the Collatz cyclic number given by
row y = 0, z = Q−1(p∞) is in N and p supports its cycle which gives Points 1. In the previous
argument, replace state (0, 0) by (1, 1), prefix (0)∞ by (1)∞ and N by Z\N and we get the proof
of Point 2.
15The Python library coreli embeds functions to compute this formula, and to run the Collatz process on
rational 2-adic integers, see https://github.com/tcosmo/coreli.
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Example 45. Figure 7 shows the construction of all 4 non-zero integer Collatz cycles in the
rCQCA, i.e. the cycles of 1,−1,−5 and −17. For instance, in Figure 7(c) the parity vector
p = (1, 1, 0), which supports the cycle (−5,−7,−10,−5, . . .) is inputted to the rCQCA. By
Theorem 40, on row y = 0 we read the 2-adic expansion of −5. Indeed, we read z = (1)∞011 ∈ Z2
which is such that z + (0)∞(101) = (0)∞. Cells which are underlined in magenta are all in the
first parity vector cut Cv (Definition 42) with v of the form (x, 0) with x < 0 such that all cells
in the cut are all in state (1, 1). By Lemma 44, reaching such a parity vector cut is equivalent
to saying that p is the support of a stritcly negative cycle.
Remark 46. Note that, starting from c˜(e)0[p], cells in the parity vector cuts Cvx with vx = (x, 0)
and x < 0 could be constructed sequentially (by application of the rCQCA local rule) one cut after
the other. First, this construction makes the fact that cyclic Collatz number are rational obvious:
because each Cvx is finite and the local rule deterministic, the states of cells on two different Cvx
will eventually be the same. This implies that each row of the cyclic world is eventually periodic
in states and sum bits, hence, each row represents a rational 2-adic: any Collatz cyclic number
is rational. Second, in that sequential setting, the cyclic Collatz conjecture in N (resp. Z \ N)
becomes a reachability problem: from parity vector p ∈ P, will a cut Cvx with only states (0, 0)
(resp. (1, 1)) will ever be reached?
Remark 47. Known results [32] on Collatz cycles imply that Point 1 can hold only for p such
that 2|p| ≥ 3|p|1 and Point 2 can only hold for p such that 2|p| < 3|p|1 .
4.3.3 Infinite base conversion in the rCQCA
Finally, it is an immediate consequence16 of [32] that, for any p ∈ P, we have that Q−1(p∞) is
in Z3, i.e. Q−1(p∞) is both a 2-adic and 3-adic integer, i.e. it has both an infinite base 2 and
an infinite base 3 integer representation. Hence, it is natural to interpret columns of c˜∞[p] as
elements of Z3 (i.e. infinite ternary expansion) in the exact same way as we interpreted columns
in base 3 in the finite case (Lemma 12). We conjecture that infinite columns in c˜∞[p] are running
the Collatz process in Z2 ∩ Z3 and that Theorem 13 still holds:
Conjecture 48 (Infinite base conversion). Let p ∈ P be a finite parity vector and let c˜∞[p] ∈
SZ
2/∼p be the limit configuration of the rCQCA when p is given as input in the cyclic world
Z2/∼p (Definition 38). Let z = Q−1(p∞) ∈ Z2 ∩Z3 ∩Q be the Collatz cyclic number associated
to p (Definition 37).
Then, in c˜∞[p], the 2-adic expansion of z is to be read on row y = 0 (Theorem 40) and the
3-adic expansion of z can be read by concatenating all base 3′ symbols (and converting them, as
usual, to ternary digits) on column x = −|p|+ 1.
Furthermore, for any anchor cell, i.e. cell at position e such that both c˜∞[p](e + WEST) and
c˜∞[p](e+NORTH) are defined, the base conversion property holds: the column strictly to the north
of e gives the 3-adic expansion of z ∈ Z2 ∩ Z3 of which 2-adic expansion is given strictly to the
west of e.
Example 49. Figure 5(c) gives an example of Conjecture 48. Indeed, the column in orange reads
(20021001011)∞201 = 523 (see Example 41 for the formula to compute fractions from eventually
periodic 3-adic expansions). That implies that the cell directly to the south of the orange column
has the base conversion property: the row directly to its west (which is by equivalence in Z2/∼p,
the same as row y = 0) gives the 2-adic expansion of 523 and the column directly to its north
16In [32], it is shown that the denominator of a cyclic Collatz number is of the form 2n − 3m which can never
be a multiple of 3.
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give the 3-adic one (with base 3′ symbols). In that sense, in the case of cyclic Collatz numbers,
Theorem 13 is generalised to inifnite base 3/base 2 expansions.
Remark 50. We also leave open the more general problem concerning the ability of the rCQCA
to convert any element (not just Collatz cyclic numbers) z ∈ Z2 ∩ Z3 from Z3 to Z2.
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(a) Ternary initial configuration (Definition 5)
and first CQCA step.
(b) The evolution frontier of the CQCA is a 135◦
diagonal. The arrow points the direction of evol-
ution: south-west.
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(c) Columns iterate the Collatz process in base 3′ (Lemma 12).
Figure 6: Evolution of a column input in the CQCA: each column is a Collatz iterate written in
base 3′. Please refer to Figure 1 for the colour code used in CQCA evolution diagrams. (a) Left:
initial configuration c0[α] for ternary input α = 111211101211, we have [[111211101211]]3→3′ =
1111¯0¯0¯0¯011¯0¯0¯ = 272209 which is written vertically on column x = 0 (on rows y > 0). Right:
after one CQCA step (local rule application). (b) Evolution of c0[α] after |α| CQCA steps. The
frontier of evolution of the CQCA is a 135◦ diagonal (blue cells). Cells to the east of the diagonal
are defined, cells to the west are undefined and cells on the diagonal are half-defined. (c) Portion
of c∞[α], the limit configuration of the CQCA on input α = 111211101211. Successive columns
iterate the Collatz process in base 3′. We read: [[1¯01¯1¯01¯001¯1¯01¯]]3′ = 408314 = T (272209) (blue)
and [[0¯00¯0¯00¯000¯0¯00¯]]3′ = 204157 = T (408314) (orange).
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(a) Cycle of z = 1 as supported by (1, 0)4 ∈ P.
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(b) Cycle of z = −1 as supported by (1)6 ∈ P.
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(c) Cycle of z = −5 as supported by (1, 1, 0) ∈
P.
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(d) Cycle of z = −17 as supported by
(1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0) ∈ P.
Figure 7: Construction of the 4 non-zero integer Collatz cycles in the rCQCA. For each z ∈
{1,−1,−5,−17}, a parity vector p, supporting the cycle of z was inputted to the rCQCA in the
cyclic world Z2/∼p and, in the limit configuration c˜∞[p], the cycle is constructed (Definition 38
and Theorem 40). Each panel of the figure highlights row y = 0 (blue) which gives the 2-adic
extension of z (Theorem 40) as well as the first parity vector cut Cv (underlined in magenta, see
Definition 42) with v of the form v = (x0, 0) and x0 < 0 such that all the cells in Cv are (0, 0)
(cycle in N) or (1, 1) (cycle in Z \ N), see Lemma 44. Cells that are both outlined in magenta
are at equivalent position in the cyclic world Z2/∼p (in particular they must contain have same
state).
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B The 3x + 1 and dual x/2 Finite State Transducers
B.1 Definitions and duality
0 1
0¯ 1¯
0 : 1
1 : 0
1 : 1
0 : 0
1 : 1
0 : 0 0 : 1
1 : 0
(a) The 3x + 1 binary FST.
0 1
0¯ : 0
1 : 0
0 : 0
1¯ : 0¯
0 : 1
1¯ : 1¯
0¯ : 1¯
1 : 1¯
(b) The x/2 base 3′ FST.
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(c) Horizontal applicationsa of the local CQCA
rule simulate the 3x+ 1 FST. In the magenta tri-
angle, the top right cell gives the previous FST
state, the sum bit of the top left cell gives the
current input bit and together with the carry bit
it gives the next FST state. The sum bit of the
bottom cell gives the current output bit. Here
on input [[00110010001]]2 = 401 and initial state
0¯ (rightmost 0 with red carry), we get output
[[10010110100]]2 = 1204 = 3× 401 + 1.
aHere, for clarity of exposition, we are (illeg-
ally) running the CQCA in a ”horizontal sequen-
tial mode”; in the usual parallel mode the bottom
cells would be dark grey and have carries.
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(d) Vertical applicationsb of the local rule simulate
the x/2 FST. In the magenta triangle, the base 3′
symbol of the top right cell gives the current input,
the sum bit of the top left cell gives the previous
FST state and the full base 3′ symbol of that cell
gives the current output. The next FST cell is given
by the sum bit of the bottom magenta cell. Here on
input [[0¯0111¯1¯0¯]]3′ = 862 and initial state 0 (top-left
most sum bit 0), we get output [[011¯01¯1¯1¯]]3′ = 431 =
862/2. Final state is 0 as 862 is even.
bHere, for clarity of exposition, we are (illegally)
running the CQCA in a ”vertical sequential mode”;
in the usual parallel mode, more cells would have
been computed to the west of the left column.
Figure 8: (a) and (b) present the 3x + 1 binary FST and the x/2 base 3′ FST. Instructions
“s1 : s2” mean “read s1, write s2”. They are dual to one another: states of one are symbols of
the other and arrows of one are read/write instructions of the other (Lemma 53). (c) and (d)
show the relation with the local CQCA rule: horizontal application correspond to simulating the
3x + 1 FST and vertical applications to simulating the x/2 FST. Same colour code as Figure 1
is used.
Any affine transformation ax + b, a, b ∈ N can be computed, in any base, by a Finite State
Transducer (FST), [2]. Hence, it is not suprising that the 3x+ 1 binary FST, Figure 8(a), exists
and, it was described in a similar way (but, merging states 0¯ and 1) in [29]. However, what is
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intriguing is that, taking the dual of the 3x+ 1 binary FST, gives rise to the FST, Figure 8(b),
which computes x/2 in base 3′ (Lemma 53) – this fact was unknown to us. Furthermore, the
local rule of the CQCA is able to run both FSTs: horizontal applications of the rule simulate the
3x+1 FST, Figure 8(c), while vertical applications simulate the x/2 FST, Figure 8(d). Arguably,
it is this phenomenon which is at the root of all the results of this paper.
We recall that base 3′ encodings are defined in Definition 2. The specifics of converting base
3 representations to base 3′ representations can be justified in CQCA terms as follows:
Remark 51. In limit configurations of the CQCA (Lemma 6), if state at position e ∈ Z2 is
(1, 0) then, state at position e+ EAST is (0, 0), indeed, any other choice would propagate a carry
to position e by application of the CQCA local rule. Hence, the sum bit of position e+ SOUTH is
1 + 0 + 0 = 1. Hence, state of cell at position e+SOUTH is either (1, 0) or (1, 1). In base 3′ terms,
that implies at right to the symbol 1 can only be a 1 or a 1¯. Similar argument holds in the case
of symbol 0¯: only nothing, or 0¯ or 0 can be to the right of 0¯. This justifies the rule described in
Definition 2.
Interestingly, base 3′ acts like a bridge between base 2 and base 3, this is better explained by
looking at the 3x+ 1 and the x/2 FSTs (Figure 8):
Definition 52 (The 3x+ 1 and x/2 FSTs). 1. The 3x+1 FST has four states: Q = {0, 0¯, 1, 1¯}
and uses the two digit alphabet Σ = {0, 1}. Its transition function if given by diagram in
Figure 8(a) and its initial state is 0¯. It computes the map 3x+ 1 in binary (Lemma 56).
2. The x/2 FST has two states: Q′ = {0, 1} and uses the four symbol alphabet Σ′ = {0, 0¯, 1, 1¯}.
Its transition function if given by diagram in Figure 8(b) and its initial state is 0. It
computes the map x/2 in base 3′ (Lemma 58).
Lemma 53 (Duality). The 3x + 1 FST and the x/2 FSTs are dual to one another: Q = Σ′,
Q′ = Σ and (q1 → q2, s1 : s2) is a transition in the 3x+ 1 FST if and only if (s1 → s2, q1 : q2) is
a transition in the x/2 FST.
Proof. Immediate from Figure 8.
Remark 54. The local rule of the CQCA, which performs both the computation of the 3x+ 1
FST (row by row) and of the x/2 FST (column by column), see Figure 8(c)(d), embeds the idea
that, modulo duality, both FSTs (and their respective computation) are the same.
Remark 55. The 3x+ 1 FST is reversible: inverting read/write instructions leads to a determ-
inistic FST. We denote the inverse of the 3x + 1 FST by y−13 . The x/2 FST is not reversible
but, the dual of the inverse of the 3x+1 FST is the x/2 FST of which arrows are inverted. More
generally, inverting read/write instructions of one FST corresponds to inverting arrows in the
other.
B.2 Correctness of computations
Furthermore, these FSTs compute what their names suggest:
Lemma 56 (The 3x+ 1 FST). Let x ∈ N and w = w|w|−1 . . . w0 ∈ {0, 1}∗ the standard binary
representation of x (least significant bit is w0). Then, given initial state 0¯ and input 00w where
bits are read starting at w0 onwards, the 3x + 1 FST outputs, from least significant to most
significant bit, w′ ∈ {0, 1}∗ (of length |w|+ 2) such that [[w′]]2 = 3x+ 1.
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Proof. We prove the following more general statement by induction on n, the size of the input
word: H(n) : “For w ∈ {0, 1}n, inputting 00w to the 3x+1 FST, and starting on initial state q0 ∈
{0, 0¯, 1, 1¯}, outputs the binary representation (with potential leading 0s) of: 3×[[w]]2+total(q0)”.
With total(0) = 0, total(0¯) = total(1) = 1 and total(1¯) = 2.
Base case. For n = 1, following the diagram of Figure 8(a) gives outputs 000, 001, 001, 010
(representing 0, 1, 1, 2) when inputting 000 respectively from initial states 0, 0¯, 1, 1¯. For input 001,
the following is outputted: 011, 100, 100, 101 (representing 3, 4, 4, 5) when respectively starting
from initial states 0, 0¯, 1, 1¯. Hence, H(1) holds.
Induction. Let n ∈ N and let suppose that H(n) holds. Let w = wn . . . w0 ∈ {0, 1}n+1
and x = [[w]]2 ∈ N. Let’s input 00w to the 3x + 1 FST from initial state q0 = 0¯. Let’s write
w′ = w′n+2 . . . w
′
0 the output of the FST. If w0 = 1, then the second FST state is q1 = 1¯
and w′0 = 0 is outtputed. Then, the word wn . . . w1 remains to be read, starting on state 1¯.
By induction hypothesis, we get [[w′n+2 . . . w
′
1]]2 = 3 × [[wn . . . w1]]2 + 2 = 3x−12 + 2. Hence,
[[w′n+2 . . . w
′
0]]2 = 2× [[w′n+2 . . . w′1]]2 = 2× (3x−12 + 2) = 3(x− 1) + 4 = 3x+ 1. Which is what we
wanted. All the other cases (different q0 and w0) are treated similarly.
Remark 57. Note that, a more intuitive way to describe the behvior of the 3x+ 1 FST is the
following: it sums each bit of the input to its right neighbor and the potential carry placed on
it (encoded in the state of the FST). That corresponds to the binary addition x+ 2x = 3x. The
initial state gives the border condition: 0 for 3x+ 0, 0¯ and 1 for 3x+ 1, and 1¯ for 3x+ 2. That
remark leads to the fact that inputting infinite binary words to the 3x+1 FST leads to computing
the 3x+ 1 map in Z2 ⊂ R, the ring of 2-adic integers. Indeed, in Z2, the rule of computation are
the exact same as for finite binary strings [7] and the above interpretation of the 3x+1 operation
will generalise effortlessly. Hence, Definition 4 can be generalised to handle infinite input words
w ∈ {0, 1}N and their initial and limit CQCA configuration c0[w], c∞[w] ∈ SZ2 and Lemma 9 can
extend to showing that infinite rows of the CQCA simulate the Collatz process in Z2.
Lemma 58 (The x/2 FST). Let x ∈ N and γ = γ|γ|−1 . . . γ0 ∈ {0, 0¯, 1, 1¯}∗ be the standard
base 3′ represention of x (Definition 2), with potential leading 0s (least significant symbol is γ0).
Then, given initial state 0 and input γ where symbols are read starting at γ|γ|−1 downwards, the
x/2 FST outputs γ′, from most significant to least significant symbol, such that: [[γ′]]3′ = bx2 c.
Finally, if the x/2 FST ends in state 0 after reading the symbols of γ then x is even and odd
otherwise.
Proof. We prove the following more general result by induction on n, the size of base 3′ repres-
entations: H(n) : “Let γ be the base 3′ representation of x ∈ N, with potential leading 0s, such
that |γ| = n. Then, inputting γ to the x/2 FST from initial state q0 = 0 outputs γ′ such that:
x = 2 × [[γ′]]3′ + q|γ| with q|γ|, the state of the FST after reading all the symbols of γ. Starting
from initial state q0 = 1 outputs γ
′ such that: x + 3n = 2 × [[γ′]]3′ + q|γ|.”. Note that contrary
to the 3x + 1 FST, the x/2 FST reads inputs and produces outputs from the most significant
symbol to the least significant.
Base case. Reading Figure 8(b) gives: for q0 = 0 and inputs 0, 0¯, 1¯, the outputs are respect-
ively 0, 0, 1 and final states respectively 0, 1, 0, as expected: outputs are quotient in the division
by 2 and final state the remainder. For q0 = 1 and inputs 0, 0¯, 1¯, the outputs are respectively
1, 1¯, 1¯ and final states respectively 1, 0, 1. Because n = 1 and 3n = 3, this respectively interprets
as: 0+3 = 2×1+1, 1+3 = 2×2+0 and 2+3 = 2×2+1, as expected. Note that we don’t have
to check for base 3’ input 1 as it is not a valid base 3′ representation of an integer (Definition 2).
Hence, H(1) holds.
Induction. Let n ∈ N and let’s suppose that H(n) holds. Let γ ∈ {0, 0¯, 1, 1¯}∗ be the base
3′ a natural number x ∈ N (Definition 2) such that |γ| = n + 1. We write γ = γn . . . γ0. Let’s
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suppose γn = 0¯ and let’s input γ to the x/2 FST starting on state q0 = 0, we write γ
′ = γ′n . . . γ
′
0
the output. After the first step, by reading Figure 8(b), we get γ′n = 0 and q1 = 1, the next FST
state. By induction hypothesis, because γn−1 . . . γ0 is a valid base 3′ representation of an integer
(immediate from Definition 2), we get that 2 × [[γ′n−1 . . . γ′0]]3′ + qn+1 = 3n + [[γn−1 . . . γ0]]3′
with qn+1 the sate after reading the n symbols of γn−1 . . . γ0 (equivalenty, the n + 1 symbols
of γ). Hence, because γ′n = 0, we get 2 × [[γ′]]3′ + qn+1 = 0 ∗ 3n+1 + 3n + [[γn−1 . . . γ0]]3′ =
3n + [[γn−1 . . . γ0]]3′ . But, since γn = 0¯, we have 3n + [[γn−1 . . . γ0]]3′ = [[γn . . . γ0]]3′ . Hence, we
get 2× [[γ′]]3′ + qn+1 = [[γ]]3′ which is what we want. All the other cases (different q0 and γn) are
treated similarly.
Hence, H(n) holds for all n. In particular, that implies the result of this Lemma: when
inputted the base 3′ representation of x ∈ N, the x/2 FST outputs γ′, from most significant to
least significant symbol, such that: [[γ′]]3′ = bx2 c and the final state of the x/2 FST gives the
parity of x.
Remark 59. Note that the proof of Lemma 58 shows that, when γ, the base 3′ representation
of some x ∈ N (with potential leading 0s) is inputted to the x/2 FST, starting on initial state
1 instead of 0, the following output is computed after |γ| steps: b 3|γ|+x2 c. For x odd, this
operation corresponds to 3
|γ|+x
2 which, if x is not a multiple of 3, is the expression of 2
−1 ∗ x
in the multiplicative group (Z/3kZ)∗. Said otherwise, the x/2 FST is still dividing by 2 but, in
modular arithmetic.
Remark 60. It would be interesting to explore whether, for any pair of such dual FSTs, a 2D
automaton, similar to the CQCA which runs both FSTs at the same time (one in each direction),
can be constructed or not and if problems similar to the Collatz conjecture or Lagarias’ periodicity
conjecture [20] can be stated.
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C Formal definition of the CQCA
In this Section, we define the Collatz 2D Quasi-Cellular Automaton (CQCA) Let Z2 be the dis-
crete grid and let the cardinal points vectors on the grid be EAST = (1, 0), WEST = (−1, 0), NORTH =
(0, 1), SOUTH = (0,−1). We also define CENTER = (0, 0).
The automaton runs on the 2D grid Z2 and each cell contains two bits: a sum bit and a carry
bit with either being possibly undefined. We use the term quasi-cellular automaton to emphasise
the fact that one of its rules is non-local.
Definition 61 (CQCA). Let the CQCA be the quasi-cellular automaton defined by the 7-tuple
〈S,Z2, Tlocal, flocal, Tnon-local, fnon-local, I〉 with:
• S = {0, 1,⊥}2 \{(⊥, 0), (⊥, 1)}, the state space, the first component of each pair represents
a sum bit and the second a carry bit
• Z2, the evolution lattice
• Tlocal = (CENTER, EAST, SOUTH, NORTH, NORTH + EAST), the local neighbourhood template17
• flocal : S5 → S, the local evolution rule
• Tnon-local = (. . . , 2× WEST, WEST, CENTER, EAST, 2× EAST, . . .), the non-local neighbourhood
template
• fnon-local : SZ → S, the non-local evolution rule
• I = {c0[w] | w ∈ {0, 1}∗} ∪ {c0[α] | α ∈ {0, 1, 2}∗}, the set of valid initial configurations
which are described in Definition 4 and Definition 5.
We say that the state (s, c) ∈ S is: undefined if s = ⊥ and c = ⊥, half-defined if s 6= ⊥ and
c = ⊥ and fully defined if s 6= ⊥ and c 6= ⊥.
The local rule flocal(scenter, se, ss, sn, sne) is defined according to three cases:
1. If scenter = (s,⊥) is half-defined:
(a) If se = (s
′, c′) is fully defined then the local rule returns (s, c′′) with c′′ = 1 if s+s′+c′ ≥
2 else c′′ = 0. (Carry propagation).
(b) In any other case, the local rule returns scenter.
2. Else if scenter = (⊥,⊥) is undefined:
(a) If sn = (s,⊥) is half-defined and sne = (s′, c′) is fully defined then the local rule
returns ((s+ s′ + c′)%2,⊥) with % the modulo operator. (Forward deduction).
(b) In any other case, the local rule returns scenter.
3. If scenter = (s, c) is fully defined: the local rule returns scenter
The non local rule fnon-local(. . . , s2w, sw, scenter, se, s2e, . . . ) is defined according to three cases:
1. Else if sw = (1,⊥) and scenter = (s′,⊥) with s′ ∈ {0,⊥} and, for all i ≥ 1, si×e = (s′′,⊥)
with s′′ ∈ {0,⊥} then the rule returns (0, 1). (Bootstrapping).
17Tlocal is a sub-neighbourhood of the Moore neighbourhood.
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2. Else if sw = (0,⊥) and scenter = (0,⊥) and, there exists i ≥ 1 such that si×w = (1,⊥) then
the rule returns (0, 0).
3. Otherwise, the rule returns scenter.
A configuration of the CQCA is a function c : Z2 → S. The evolution of c is given by
successive iterations, with each iteration first applying the non-local rule, and then applying the
local rule, of the CQCA, as defined formally below. In this paper, we consider only evolution of
initial configurations given by inputting a row/column to the CQCA: configurations in the set
I = {c0[w] | w ∈ {0, 1}∗} ∪ {c0[α] | α ∈ {0, 1, 2}∗} (Definition 4 and Definition 5). The evolution
of c0 ∈ I is inductively defined as follows, for i ∈ N, if ci is the ith iterate of the CQCA starting
from c0, then ci+1 is defined for all w ∈ Z2 by:
c′i(w) = fnon-local(. . . , ci(w + η−1), ci(w + η0), ci(w + η1) . . . , ci(w + ηn), . . . )
ci+1(w) = flocal(c
′
i(w + η
′
0), . . . , c
′
i(w + η
′
4))
With (. . . , η−1, η0, η1, . . . , ηn, . . . ) = Tnon-local and (η′0, . . . , η
′
4) = Tlocal.
We write F : SZ
2 → SZ2 the transition function of the CQCA on valid configurations.
Remark 62. The non-local rule of the CQCA can be transformed into a local rule at the cost
of more states. In that case, the CQCA becomes a 2D Cellular Automaton. However, we believe
that the use of the non-local rule makes the mapping to the Collatz process easier to present
and to work with. Also, one could also describe the CQCA as the space-time diagram of a 1D
cellular automaton. However we believe that 2D is more essential to our results as it allows to
treat horizontal and vertical inputs within the same framework and embeds the idea that the
binary 3x+ 1 and ternary x/2 operations are dual to one another (Figure 8, Appendix B).
Remark 63. A simulator for the CQCA, simcqca, was built to support this research. It can
be found here: https://github.com/tcosmo/simcqca (release v0.4 is stable). It was made
with portability in mind and it should be easily compilable (follow README.md) on any standard
operating system. A comprehensive tutorial is also present in README.md which allows to follow
all the results of this paper (and more) interactively. The sources (C++) are documented and can
be freely modified (MIT License). Note that the colour convention regarding cells’ background
in the simulator is the opposite of the paper: darker for undefined, in between for half defined
and lighter for defined. Also, for efficiency, some cells which in theory are defined and of value
(0, 0), are not defined (i.e. value (⊥,⊥)) in the simulator.
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